Preface

On the seventieth anniversary of the outbreak of World War II, it is a sad
fact to record, but true, that a not insignificant number of Catholic priests1
and many more Lutheran ministers2 sided openly with Hitler and the aims of
National Socialism. Many other priests were quiescent. In a totalitarian system
such as Hitler’s Third Reich, how would we have reacted? The Kulturkampf
newsletters document the extraordinary lengths to which the Nazi regime
was prepared to go in order to secure its control over, and the compliance of,
the Catholic and Protestant churches. This book, however, is dedicated to
that minority of priests who openly resisted and suffered the consequences
for their commitment to the prophetic witness of the Christian Church. In
many cases, we do not know the precise theological or practical reasons for
their resistance.
This book is dedicated in particular to Bernard Lichtenberg who stands
as the personification of that Christian witness and about whom we are much
better informed than many other resisters of Nazism. Following the events
of Kristallnacht, on the night of 9–10 November 1938 – when Jewish shops
and synagogues were systematically vandalized by the Nazis and the murderous assault on the Jews began in earnest throughout Germany – Lichtenberg
entered his pulpit and pronounced these words: ‘we know what happened
yesterday. We do not know what tomorrow holds. However, we have experienced what happened today. Outside, the synagogue burns. That is also a
house of God.’ From this time on, he prayed daily for Jews and Christians of
Jewish descent, and also concerned himself actively with their plight. In 1941,
two visitors to his church overheard his prayers for the Jews and reported him
to the Gestapo.
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When the Gestapo searched his house, they found an annotated copy
of Mein Kampf – in Nazi Germany, this was akin to desecration of the State
Bible – and a statement Lichtenberg had prepared denouncing a declaration
of Goebbels against the Jews which he had planned to read from the pulpit
the following Sunday: ‘this pamphlet states that every German who supports
Jews with an ostensibly false sentimentality, be it only through friendly obligingness, practises treason against his Volk. Let us not be misled by this unChristian way of thinking but follow the strict command of Jesus Christ: “you
shall love your neighbour as … yourself.”’3 Lichtenberg, under interrogation,
stated that he opposed the deportation of the Jews ‘with all its consequences’
(that is, their extermination) for spiritual reasons because ‘it goes against the
chief rule of Christianity: “you should love your neighbour as … yourself ”,
and I consider the Jews also my neighbour who have immortally created souls
after the image and likeness of God.’ When further questioned, Lichtenberg
supported Clemens von Galen, Bishop of Münster, in his condemnation of
euthanasia, a bishop whom many Nazis considered a traitor to Germany.4
Moreover, he stated ‘Hitler is not an infallible prophet … I do not consider
Hitler as a prophet sent by God.’ National Socialist ideology, he stated with
‘steadfast conviction’, was ‘incompatible with the teaching and commands of
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the Catholic Church’. Lichtenberg died on 5 November 1943 on his way to
Dachau concentration camp.5
That there was no comparable prophetic statement from Pope Pius XII
is now well known. His personal theology precluded it.6 While exercising –
in his own words – a ‘necessary restraint’ in his own public utterances, Pius
XII encouraged the German episcopate in September 1941 to ‘stand up for
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the causes of God and the Holy Church …’ His words are worth quoting in
full:7
The three sermons of the bishop of Münster and the pastoral letter of the joint
episcopacy furnish proof of what can still be achieved within the Reich through
public and resolute acts. We stress that because the Church in Germany is all
the more dependent on your own public actions because the general political
situation in its difficult and often contradictory nature imposes on the head of
the entire Church in his public statements a necessary restraint. However, that
the bishops who wish such courage and at the same time in such irreproachable
form stand up for the causes of God and the Holy Church, as did Bishop von
Galen, will always find Our support, of that We do not specifically need to assure
you and your brothers.

In the course of preparing this book, I have come to owe a considerable
debt to a number of individuals. First, to my wife, Margaret, who discovered
23 of the English-language Kulturkampf   Newsletters8 long forgotten among
my research papers and for encouraging me to undertake this book project.
(I believe that these newsletters were originally donated by the late Dr. David
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Rosenberg, a Jewish doctor who had married a Catholic lady, Patricia M.
Keefe,9 both of whom were committed to Holocaust education: my thanks
and blessings for his memory in any event.) Secondly, my thanks are extended
to Margaret as Chief Archivist for the assistance offered by the Record Office
for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland by the use of microfilm readers and
printers and for her wisdom in judging that the Kulturkampf   Newsletters
were a matter of interest for the Record Office since they were printed by
Samuel Walker and Sons of Hinckley, Leicestershire. This has meant that the
project, unusually, has left a full documentary record at the Record Office. In
the first instance my thanks are due to the British Library’s Newspaper Library,
to Stephen Lester’s care, when providing a copy of the English Kulturkampf  
Newsletters for the French conference held in 1999, to secure a copy of the
French edition for deposit in London, and to the British Library’s Rights
Department both for permission to republish the Newsletter and for waiving
permission fees so that the project became viable.10
Above all, this book is dedicated in love to my family – my wife Margaret
and my children Alexander, Katherine, Sarah and Christine – whose love helps
sustain me in both my academic work and my ministry.
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